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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Newsletter Portfolio Purchases – 6 Stocks for 3 Accounts 

Week in Review – Middle East Hostilities Quite Down 

Risk of Hedging – Hard to Get the Timing Right 

Volatility – Normal for Stock Prices to Gyrate 

Market of Stocks – Value and Dividend Payers Attractive 

Corporate Profits – EPS Likely to Continue to Show Solid Growth in 2020 

Econ News – Data Supports an Outlook for Modest GDP Growth 

Stock News – Updates on AAPL, KSS, WBA & GBX 

Market Review 

A little housekeeping…As discussed in the January edition of The Prudent Speculator, we 

bought the following on Tuesday, January 7. 

Buckingham Portfolio 

44 General Dynamics (GD – $179.51) at $181.257 

115 Comerica (CMA – $68.42) at $69.2691 

Millennium Portfolio 

162 NetApp (NTAP – $63.13) at $61.67 

315 Goodyear Tire (GT – $14.47) at $14.95 

PruFolio 

144 Cardinal Health (CAH – $50.63) at $49.61 

192 Schlumberger (SLB – $39.83) at $40.53 

No doubt, events could have developed differently, as for a moment last week it appeared that 

the U.S. and Iran were on the brink of a full-fledged war, while there is no assurance that the 

current de-escalation of hostilities holds. But, with the price of oil dropping 6% and the 

Volatility Index skidding 9% last week, we were again reminded of the oft-stated Peter Lynch 

quotation, “Far more money has been lost preparing for corrections than has been lost in the 

corrections themselves.” Indeed, hedging usually is an expensive proposition, especially as it is 

extraordinarily difficult to get the timing right…and even if the big selloff happens to occur 

when insurance is held, one generally has to cash in the policy when fear is at its highest, lest the 

premium quickly evaporate. 



 

Of course, a potential conflagration in the Middle East is one of many issues with which 

investors must currently contend, but this is nothing new as there always have been disconcerting 

events about which to fret,… 



 

…with stocks suffering plenty of selloffs, none of which we managed to avoid, over the 42+ 

years that The Prudent Speculator has been published. 



 

Happily, while the downturns are never pleasant, the gains during the winning periods have 

dwarfed the losses,… 



 

…so much so that equities have generated terrific long-term returns for folks who can stay 

focused on their long-term investment objectives and not emotionally react to the latest scary 

headline or dire warning from a supposed market pundit. 



 

Certainly, we do not mean to imply that investors should simply buy and forget, especially as 

valuations for many stocks are quite rich, while others are very attractive,… 



 

…meaning that we think active portfolio management with a Value and Dividend focus… 



 

…is very important. After all, as the Intelligent Investor column in this weekend’s Wall Street 

Journal stated, “When value gets this cheap [relative to growth], the odds of it succeeding in the 

future go up drastically.” 



 

While geopolitics will likely remain front and center, Q4 earnings reporting season will get 

underway this week. We expect the results to be pretty good, as has usually been the case, and 

we think that forward guidance will be cautious, as has also been standard operating procedure of 

late. Of course, operating earnings are still likely to grow nicely on a year-over-year basis in the 

quarter, with continued growth projected in 2020,… 



 

…as the global economy is expected to muddle along this year,… 



 

…and the latest U.S. econ measures on the health of the service sector… 



 

…and the employment situation,… 



 

…support a relatively favorable backdrop for business. 



 

Stock Updates  

Jason Clark and Chris Quigley take a look at four of our companies that were out with news last 

week of sufficient importance to trigger a review of their  respective Target Prices. Note that all 

stocks are rated as a “Buy” until such time as they are a “Sell,” while a listing of all current 

recommendations is available for download via the following link: 

https://theprudentspeculator.com/dashboard/. 

Apple (AAPL – $310.33) reached even higher highs and analysts scrambled to upgrade the stock 

after the company reported that its services business had a record 2019. “2019 was the biggest 

year for Services in Apple’s history. We introduced several exciting new experiences for our 

customers, all while setting the standard for user privacy and security,” said Eddy Cue, Apple’s 

senior vice president of Internet Software and Services. “We begin the new decade with 

incredible momentum and gratitude to our customers who have shown such enthusiasm for all of 

our Services, and we continue to celebrate the work of the world’s best creators, storytellers, 

journalists and developers.” The analyst consensus 12-month target price, using data in 

Bloomberg, stands at $280 compared with $261 around this time last month. Upgrades included 

one analyst, who despite being “Neutral” on the company, bumped up his price target by $54 

since the last update December 12. 

https://theprudentspeculator.com/dashboard/


Reuters also reported on Thursday that sales of iPhone in China jumped more than 18%, versus 

the same period a year ago, using data published by the China Academy of Information and 

Communications Technology and calculated by Reuters. The company shipped more than 3.2 

million phones in the country. 

Apple reports its next quarterly earnings on January 28, which we would expect to include solid 

iPhone unit sales and an update on the company’s sales strategy in the Middle Kingdom. Apple 

shares have already climbed more than 5% this year, adding to an outstanding 89% gain in 2019. 

Despite the huge $1-trillion-plus market capitalization, we think that the valuation is still not that 

unreasonable, with metrics like a forward price to earnings ratio of 23.8, a free cash flow yield of 

4.7% and a dividend yield of 1.0%, which we might expect to increase in the near future. Not 

ready just yet to part with any more of our AAPL shares, we have ratcheted our Target Price up 

to $319. 

Shares of Kohl’s (KSS – $46.36) fell almost 6% last week after the department-store retailer 

announced its comparable sales for November and December 2019. The combined two-month 

period saw same-store sales decrease 0.2% during the all-important holiday season, versus the 

same period last year. Management also said it now expects its full-year EPS to come in at the 

low end of previously announced guidance. 

CEO Michelle Gass explained, “Throughout the holiday period, we remained focused on serving 

our loyal customers and engaging with an increasing number of new customers. We are 

managing the business with discipline and we expect to deliver on our earnings guidance for the 

full year. We continue to see momentum in key areas including our digital business, active, 

beauty and children’s, and solid performance in footwear and men’s. This was offset by softness 

in women’s, which we are working with speed to address. I want to thank our associates for their 

exceptional work in delivering a great customer experience during the important holiday period.” 

“As we look ahead, we are committed to driving innovation and bringing new experiences to 

both our existing and new customers. We look forward to sharing additional details on our key 

growth initiatives at our upcoming investor day (which will occur in mid-March 2020),” Ms. 

Gass added. 

There is little doubt that the increased investment to try to drive store traffic has impacted 

bottom-line performance as competition from both brick-and-mortar and online retailers heats 

up. Additionally, the foot traffic that many hoped for from the Amazon returns program Kohl’s 

hosts in many of its stores hasn’t quite materialized yet. While a lot of evolution has occurred 

under KSS’s Greatness Agenda initiatives, there is still much more work to be done. The 

Greatness Agenda includes enhanced e-commerce, better use of physical space, improvements in 

merchandising (such as added floor space for popular athletic brands), and data-driven 

promotions. 

Several analysts that previously had a positive view of Kohl’s threw in the towel last week, but 

we still believe management can get the company turned around, though some tough decisions 

may need to be made. Of course, with Kohl’s still likely to post EPS of more than $4.50 in fiscal 

‘21 (ends 1/21) and ‘22 (ends 1/22), it isn’t as if there aren’t any profits and free cash flow to 



support the very generous dividend payout (the yield is 5.8%) and stock buyback program. With 

the shares trading near 10 times earnings, our Target Price on KSS now stands at $63. 

Walgreens Boots Alliance (WBA – $54.22) opened trading Wednesday morning down 5.5% 

percent from the previous close after the healthcare concern announced earnings that missed 

analyst estimates ($1.37 vs. 1.41). Benefits from management’s cost saving program are starting 

to bear fruit, but prescription volume growth of 2.8% was lower than the 4.0% figure that was 

expected, while consolidation across the industry continues to put pressure on reimbursement 

rates. 

Management is relying on its Transformational Cost Management Program to meet profit 

guidance of flat-to-3% EPS growth in 2020. CFO James Kehoe explained, “We have a lot of 

stuff we’re very happy about. So free cash flow was off the charts. We beat our internal budget 

by hundreds of millions, largely driven by programs we’re implementing in the U.S….I would 

classify it right now as well ahead of track, particularly due to actions in the U.S. and the U.K.” 

Commenting on the amount of savings to be expected, Mr. Kehoe continued, “As you take out 

costs, the cost takeout is over the course of the year. So the savings roughly in the first quarter 

are around 15%. So of the total goal of–we haven’t given the number. It’s a large number.” 

While we accept that the retail pharmacy space is likely to remain challenging in the near term, 

we continue to like WBA’s competitive position in the industry, leading to per store revenue that 

is roughly 45% greater than its closest peer. We also continue to believe that over the long term 

WBA will benefit from robust growth rates on pharmaceutical products due to the aging of the 

U.S. and European populations. Even as WBA continues to invest in its transformation projects 

with Kroger, McKesson and others, we expect the firm’s robust free cash flow to support 

continued growth of the dividend (the yield is 3.4%) and share repurchases. That said, our Target 

Price for the stock has been trimmed to $94, though we note that WBA now traded for just 9 

times trailing operating earnings. 

Thinly-traded shares of Greenbrier Companies (GBX – $27.55) skidded over 13% last week, 

due mainly to the report of weaker-than-expected quarterly earnings per share of $0.30 (vs. 

estimates of $0.43). The company continues to work through challenges related to the integration 

of its latest acquisitions and a combination of headwinds within the rail market. On the earnings 

call, CEO Bill Furman explained, “The freight rail sector is participating in a partly self-induced 

downturn in traffic, driven by Precision Scheduled Railroading or PSR and international trade 

tensions. Approximately 400,000 cars or almost 25% of the North American fleet is in storage.” 

After growing significantly over the past two years to solidify weaker areas of the business and 

expand internationally, we think Mr. Furman’s direction in 2020 to, “Focus on absorbing our 

growth, generating positive cash flow, positive ROIC and creating shareholder value” is prudent. 

The railroading business is inherently cyclical, but continues to be among the most energy 

efficient modes of transport for freight, and we believe Greenbrier’s integrated business model 

delivers superior value to its customers by creating customized freight car solutions over the 

entire life of a railcar. GBX shares currently change hands at under ten times 2020’s earnings 



expectations number (management has put forth EPS guidance of $2.60 to $3.00) and yield 

3.9%, with the quarterly payout just being hiked to $0.27 from $0.25. We’ve adjusted our Target 

Price down to $43, but we think the price weakness this past week creates an attractive entry 

point for those interested in adding exposure in the Industrials sector. 

 


